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Feds’ plan to move tortoises near Fort Irwin 
draws new concerns

Plans to relocate more than 1,000 
desert tortoises near Fort Irwin and 
the National Training Center has 
an environmental group concerned 
that the government is not making 
sufficient preparations to prevent 
the hard-shelled reptiles from 
hungry coyotes. 

The government’s view is that 
previously relocated tortoises 
were not in any more danger of 
being eaten than other members 
of the species. 

The Army has asked the Bureau of 
Land Management for permission 
to continue the relocation of 
tortoises from its expanding 
training grounds around Fort 
Irwin, which is about 50 miles 
north of Barstow. 

The BLM’s plan calls for the 
relocation of perhaps more than 
1,200 healthy tortoises to the 
desert to the south and west of Fort 
Irwin. On the low end, the number 
could be about half that. 

In 2008, the Army used helicopters 
to fly tortoises to new territory. 
Transmitters were attached to the 
reptiles’ shells to allow scientists to 
keep track of their movements. 
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The Center  for  Biological 
Diversity, which has criticized 
previous tortoise relocation efforts, 
is now registering concerns about 
the government’s new plan. 

Ileene Anderson, a biologist with 
the Center, said Thursday that she 
thinks the relocation plans fail 
to protect tortoises from Mojave 
Desert coyotes. 

“The plan is basically the same as 
the last time, where they lost so 
many tortoises,” she said. 

Anderson said that it’s the 
government’s job to figure out 
how to keep coyotes away from 
tortoises. One possibility, she said, 
could be to erect fences around 
tortoise habitat. 

T h e  d r a f t  e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
assessment reports that relocated 
animals often roam around their 
new homes for two to three years 
after being moved. Animals 
sometimes seek to return to their 
old stomping grounds, and in 
the case previously relocated 
desert tortoises, it appeared that 
an unusually high number of the 
animals were eaten. 

The document also reports that very 
high levels of tortoise predation has 
been observed across the Mojave 
Desert. Officials do not consider 

the number of relocated tortoises 
that were fed upon to be out of line 
from “natural” numbers. 

“Tortoises were not preyed upon 
differently from resident tortoises 
or resident control animals that 
were at large in the area,” the 
report reads. 

T h e  d r a f t  e n v i r o n m e n t a l 
assessment was released July 
31 and BLM set Aug. 14 as the 
deadline for concerned parties 
to comment. Anderson said the 
period is too short, and that for a 
project of this nature the public 
should be allowed one or two 
months to register their ideas. 

BLM wildlife biologist Chris 
Otahal said the timeline is 
intended to help the Army meet 
its construction funding timelines 
and avoid a delay in relocation 
work.


